[1] Quantile hydrologic model selection and structure deficiency assessment is applied in three case studies. The performance of quantile model selection problem is rigorously evaluated using a model structure on the French Broad river basin data set. The case study shows that quantile model selection encompasses model selection strategies based on summary statistics and that it is equivalent to maximum likelihood estimation under certain likelihood functions. It also shows that quantile model predictions are fairly robust. The second case study is of a parsimonious hydrological model for dry land areas in Western India. The case study shows that an intuitive improvement in the model structure leads to reductions in asymmetric loss function values for all considered quantiles. The asymmetric loss function is a quantile specific metric that is minimized to obtain a quantile specific prediction model. The case study provides evidence that a quantile-wise reduction in the asymmetric loss function is a robust indicator of model structure improvement. Finally a case study of modeling daily streamflow for the Guadalupe River basin is presented. A model structure that is least deficient for the study area is identified from nine different model structures based on quantile structural deficiency assessment. The nine model structures differ in interception, routing, overland flow and base flow conceptualizations. The three case studies suggest that quantile model selection and deficiency assessment provides a robust mechanism to compare deficiencies of different model structures and helps to identify better model structures. In addition to its novelty, quantile hydrologic model selection is a frequentist approach that seeks to complement existing Bayesian approaches to hydrological model uncertainty. 
Introduction
[2] Quantile regression has been extensively applied [Koenker and Basset, 1978; Koenker, 2005; Ma and Koenker, 2006; Keyzer and Pande, 2009] in parametric and nonparametric statistics. Quantile regression has also been applied in context of hydrologic forecasting [Weerts et al., 2011] . A particular case of quantile model selection in the form of model selection based on flow duration curves (FDCs) has also been extensively studied in hydrology [Yu and Yang, 2000; Son and Sivapalan, 2007; Westerberg et al., 2011; Blazkova and Beven, 2009] .
[3] However, the extension of quantile regression to hydrological model selection is nontrivial. For example, in context of hydrological forecasting (such as Weerts et al. [2011] ), linear quantile forecasts make one critical assumption that a forecasting model (or parts of it) can be linearized at a point in space or time. Such an assumption has several other implicit subassumptions on differentiability of the forecasting model and allowed perturbations that may not hold when the forecasting temporal range is large or when the temporal resolution of the forecasting model is coarse. This may lead to inaccurate quantile predictions with the quantile estimates of the parameters no more meaningful than being partial derivatives of the nonlinear forecasting model.
[4] Pande [2013] provides a theoretical foundation for its extension to hydrological model selection. The study reveals some interesting properties based on which structural deficiencies can be diagnosed and structure improvements can be assessed. A quantile (specific) model is obtained by minimizing a quantile specific loss function. The loss function is called the asymmetric loss function. The quantile model can then be used to predict the observed quantile. However, it is not limited to quantile model selection and prediction. Model structure deficiencies can lead to the crossing of two quantile model predictions because of the biases in predicting observed quantiles that structure deficiencies introduce. The optimal value of loss function at a quantile contains full information of the bias and thus structure deficiency at that quantile. The loss function values of a set of candidate model structure at a given quantile thus order the structures in terms of its deficiency at that quantile. The asymmetric loss function across quantiles can therefore be used to assess deficiencies of a set of candidate structures.
[5] Quantile hydrological model selection (or estimation) encompasses some standard model selection techniques based on summary statistics, for e.g., based on the minimization of the mean absolute error. Quantile model selection at a quantile value of 0.5 provides a model that minimizes the mean absolute error. In some cases, quantile model selection is also ''equivalent'' to maximum likelihood model selection. A model selected by minimizing mean absolute error is equivalent to assuming a Laplace likelihood function. Model selection based on minimizing the mean square error (Ordinary Least Squares, OLS) (a ''mean'' model) is a weighted sum of models selected at quantiles in the neighborhood of (and including) 0.5, such as at 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 [Koenker and Basset, 1978] , though the assignment of weights is less formal. Yet another way is to estimate a mean model is to take the mean of quantile models with quantile values ranging between 0 and 1.
[6] The model selection strategy that is applied in this paper is unique in following aspects : (1) the method is applicable to time series of any variable of interest (flux or storage), (2) model selection is based on one quantile at a time, unlike strategies based on FDC that identify a model such that its FDC closely matches the observed FDC, (3) a loss function of Koenker and Basset [1978] based on absolute deviations is employed as an objective function that removes the need to identify quantiles of an observed time series, and (4) linearization of a hydrological model is not undertaken unlike linear quantile hydrological forecasting methods. This paper presents applications that demonstrate the methodology and the utility of the theory presented in Pande (2013) .
[7] First, the nature of bias in predicting an observed quantile due to model structure deficiency is exhaustively studied alongside the performance of variants of quantile hydrologic prediction. A complex model structure and French Broad river basin data are used for this purpose. Quantile model selection method is then implemented for a case of a parsimonious hydrologic model developed for western India where it is shown that quantile model selection enables the detection of model structure improvement. Finally, several variants of the model structure used in the first case study are applied to the Guadalupe river basin. Multiple model structures are compared using quantile model selection and inferred model structure deficiencies are discussed.
[8] All the properties proved for a generic hydrologic quantile model selection problem (QE2 problem) in Pande [2013] also hold for the model structures of the applications, provided that assumptions 1-7 hold. Appendix A provides relevant definitions for QE2 specification and the assumptions.
[9] These assumptions are valid for the cases studied here. The set K then represents the feasible space for model specific parameter set (the values that the parameter sets are allowed to take). Assumptions 1, 4, 5, and 7 hold for these cases (we allow for initial burn in which leads to positive initial storages in case of flexible model structures).
Assumptions 2 and 6 on differentiability can be relaxed without affecting the propositions (not done in the text to maintain brevity). If the functions in these assumptions are not differentiable, their gradients can be replaced by subgradients at the optimum. Continuity is still required, but all hydrologic models are continuous in parameters. Monotonity in at least one parameter in assumption 2 holds in general, for example, flow is monotonic in recession parameters. The gradients of the predictive equation with respect to the parameters are independent of each other as required by Assumption 2. The only restrictive assumption may be that input forcings are nonzero for any time t (Assumption 3). It is shown to hold for the parsimonious dry land modeling case study, though not for the other two case studies. The sensitivity of propositions to this assumption is left for future work (at present it does not appear to contribute to major steps within the proofs). Different optimizers for each of the case studies are used, a gradientbased minimizer in the parsimonious model case study and a complex evolution-based minimizer in others. Both are initiated with multiple starting points to ensure that a solution is near a global minimum (Assumption 7). The parsimonious model case study is a constrained problem to tame the ill effects of model complexity while other case studies have reasonably large sample for calibration. Thus, the main result of Pande [2013] that the asymmetric loss function is a measure of model structure deficiency (and its utility to rank model structures based on asymmetric loss function at a particular quantile value) is not diluted by these more general case studies.
[10] The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 studies and validates the performance of quantile model selection on French Broad river basin data using a flexible model structure. Section 3 then assesses deficiency of a parsimonious dry land model developed for western India [Pande et al., 2010 [Pande et al., , 2012a . Section 4 orders various model structures for the Guadalupe river basin in terms of structural deficiency. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.
Performance of Quantile Model Selection
[11] The performance of quantile model selection using a flexible model structure is tested on the French Broad river basin streamflow data set. Quantile models are selected over different but overlapping calibration time periods to judge the robustness of the method. However, note that any such test assumes stationarity in streamflow. Model parameter distribution both over years and quantiles are studied. A split-sample test is also performed, wherein the performance of quantile models selected over a certain calibration period are tested on another nonoverlapping period. It is shown that the behavior of bias estimates across quantiles over different calibration periods yields insights into model structure deficiency, supporting its use in structure deficiency assessment as outlined in corollary 4 of Pande (2013) .
[12] The model structure setup [Schoups and Vrugt, 2010] is composed of reservoirs to model interception, unsaturated zone, saturated zone, and river routing, referred here as ''crr0'' (Figure 1 ). Precipitation P(t) in excess of interception capacity (I e ), P e (t) ¼ max(P(t) À I e ,0), contributes to the unsaturated zone. Evaporation, E(t), overland flow, R(t), and percolation to the saturated zone are generated from the unsaturated zone as nonlinear functions of S u (t)/S umax , where S u (t) is the storage in the unsaturated zone and S umax is its storage capacity. Evaporation and overland flow are modeled as:
where parameters E and F are nonlinear controls and E p is the potential rate of evaporation. Percolation (Q P (t)) is linearly related to S u (t)/S umax as,
[13] The slow flow, Q s (t), is a linear function of saturated zone storage, S s (t),
where K s is the slow flow time constant.
[14] Finally, overland flow R(t) and slow flow Q s (t) are routed through two linear reservoirs each with time constant K f . Table 1 summarizes all the model quantities.
[15] The modeled flow at the outlet, Q mod t ð Þ, is estimated and subtracted from observed flows Q obs t ð Þto obtain two types of absolute residuals, [16] A -quantile specific model for a given model structure (but one model structure at a time; here it is ''crr0'') is obtained by minimizing the asymmetric loss function ,
N; with respect to model parameters : "
ð2Þ
[17] The Shuffled Complex Evolution global optimization algorithm of University of Arizona (SCE-UA) is implemented to minimize the objective function in equation (2). SCE-UA searches for a global optima by independently (but periodically shuffled) evolving m complexes each containing p parameter sets based on operations such as expansion, contractions, and reflection. Readers are referred to Duan et al. [1992] for additional details. For this study, m is fixed at 20, p ¼ 41 with a convergence criteria of 0.1% (change in objective function), and the search is terminated after 100,000 objective function evaluations if no convergence is achieved.
[18] Daily streamflow, precipitation, and potential evapotranspiration data are used for assessing the performance of quantile model selection (estimation). It spans 15 years (such as 1961-1966; 1962-1967 . . . ,1970-1975) are considered for calibration. The quantile models are estimated for each such period at nine quantiles values, ¼ 0.1, 0.2 . . . , 0.9. The first 2 years of each period are used for burnin and the performance on the remaining 4 years is used in model calibration. Thus, 10 Â 9 ¼ 90 models are identified spanning 10 calibration periods at nine different quantile values. The performances of these models are then analyzed on 15 years of validation data set that spans from 1976 to 1990.
[19] Figure 2 shows the calibrated range of selected model parameters over different periods at different quantile values. The ranges of the parameters are tight relative to its allowable range (the y axis is scaled to the range ¼ [min, max]), except for Q pmax and E . This suggests that the performance of quantile model selection is robust at each quantile. High variance in the estimates of Q pmax and E may indicate weak discriminatory power of the model in identifying percolation and evaporation fluxes. The parameter estimates also suggest, as expected, that the models that predict high flows (i.e., high quantile models) have lower upper zone storage capacity, smaller flow time constants, and higher (and less thresholded) percolations rates.
[20] Figure 3 analyzes the distribution of parameter estimates over different quantiles for each calibration period. All parameters have ''nearly'' constant ranges over time, which suggests that the selected quantile models are ''nearly'' consistent over years. These ranges are similar to the ones reported by Schoups and Vrugt [2010] , except for K s , E , and Q pmax for the French Broad river basin. These differences may be due to the absence of an interception component in the model structure used for this analysis.
[21] Figure 4 compares the performance of quantile models predictions (resulting from quantile model estimation) with other estimators on a calibration period of [1970] [1971] [1972] [1973] [1974] [1975] . Only the last 75 days of the period are shown. Since the quantiles are varied between 0.1 and 0.9 with increments of 0.1 (lower and higher quantile values than 0.1 and 0.9, respectively, are not considered for robust estimation ; see for example, the discussion on the robustness of trimmed estimators in Vapnik [2002] ), the 10-90% inter quantile range is shown as the 80% quantile confidence interval. A model estimated by minimizing the mean square error (SCE-UA is used as the solver) is shown as the ''MSE minimizer.'' A median predictor is obtained by minimizing the mean absolute error. It is also a quantile model estimated at ¼ 0.5. Finally, Gastwirth and quant-mean model predictions are considered that are obtained as a certain weighted combination of quantile models. A ''Gastwirth'' type predictionŷ g is obtained asŷ g ¼ 0:3Ã y ¼0:3 þ 0:4 Ãŷ ¼0:5 þ 0:3 Ãŷ ¼0:7 , whereŷ ¼0:3 is a quantile model prediction for quantile ¼ 0.3 (quantiles ¼ 0.33, 0.5, 0.66 were instead used in Koenker and Basset [1978] ), while ''quant-mean'' predictionŷ qm is the mean of all quantile predictions, i.e.,ŷ qm ¼ X ¼0:1:0:1:0:9ŷ =9. These are also called ''inefficient'' estimators [Koenker and Basset, 1978] because they are less efficient than the maximum likelihood estimators (MLE) with likelihood functions that match the underlying distributions. However, several studies such as Koenker and Basset [1978] , and references within, have shown that such ''inefficient'' estimators are asymptotically more efficient across a wide variety of distributions (such as Gaussian, Gaussian mixture, Laplace, Logistic, and Cauchy) than MLE with a particular likelihood function and are almost as efficient as MLE for conventional parametric models. Since the predictions are a certain weighted mean of quantile model predictions, it is akin to predicting from a combination of models, where predictions from models that are estimated at different quantiles are combined.
[22] The median model prediction tends to remain at the lower end of the 80% confidence interval. The Gastwirth and Quant-mean predictions lie in the lower to middle part of the confidence interval. This suggests that lower to median quantile predictions are closely spaced and that model structure ''crr0'' is rigid in predicting low flows when the performance metric is mean absolute deviation (note that quantile models are estimated by minimizing the asymmetric loss function which is a weighted mean of mean absolute deviations). All the predictions miss observed low flow at several locations (time indices between 1420 and 1450). The MSE minimization-based predictions appear to underpredict and overpredict observed streamflow at several locations, possibly as a result of the sensitivity of MSE to outliers. The 80% quantile confidence interval brackets most of the observations except the extremely low flows. Thus, in general it appears that low flow prediction is difficult for the given model structure.
[23] These observations are corroborated by the performance of these models on a separate validation data set. Its last 75 days are shown in Figure 5 . The MSE minimizerbased prediction model is more variable, overpredicting Figure 2 . Variation in parameters of the models selected over 10 overlapping 6 year periods (1961-1965,.,1970-1975) at different quantile values. For parameter definitions, see Table 1 . The y axes for the parameters are scaled to its range. is the asymmetric loss function. Table 1 . The y axes for the parameters are scaled to its range. is the asymmetric loss function.
higher flow and while underpredicting low flows. The median, Gastwirth, Quant-mean, and 80% confidence interval miss low flows to the extent that it gives an impression that quantile-based methods are less adept at handling low flow predictions than MSE minimization-based prediction. However, this is not the case. Table 2 shows the efficiency (Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient) and standard bias (mean of the difference of the observed from the predicted) for the same data set. The coverage frequencies (fraction of observations covered by a prediction interval) of 80% quantile confidence interval on the calibration and the validation data sets are also shown.
[24] Table 2 shows that median prediction is the worst performer on the calibration data set while the MSE minimizer-based model prediction is the worst performer on the validation data set. Quantile models combinationbased predictions, i.e., Quant-mean and Gastwirth, are the best performers both on the calibration as well as the validation data, both in terms of efficiency as well as standard bias. Model structure deficiency is evident in the coverage frequency of 80% quantile confidence interval since only 52% of the observations on the calibration data set and 60% on the validation data set, instead of 80%, are covered.
Assessing Deficiency in a Parsimonious Model for Dry Land Areas
[25] Figure 6 outlines a parsimonious dry land model structure [Pande et al., 2012a] for Western India (states: Gujarat and Rajasthan). The study area is subdivided into basins wherein each basin is further subdivided into a set of interconnected subbasins. Each such subbasin is conceptualized by a thresholded linear reservoir, with connectivity between the subbasins governed by relative elevation differences between the subbasins. Thus each such reservoir or a store conceptualizes water stored in the subsurface as well in streams within a subbasin. The model runs at monthly time steps and assumes steady state (cyclo-stationarity) at annual time scale (time steps t ¼ 1, . . . ,12). This means that the model storages are constrained to return to month 1 storage after the 12th month.
[26] Figure 6 also shows the mass balance for ith reservoir in time t. The ith store receives rainfall P it in time t, has effective hydraulic conductivity K i and effective field capacity Â i . The latter two subbasin characteristics K i and Â i are used to regionalize parameters that transform storage S it into subsurface flow and vaporization from soil. The store conceptualizes three processes : overland flow (max f0; P it À w i g, wherew i is the reservoir threshold), evaporation, and base flow (K i F ck S it , where K i F ck transforms storage to base flow). By evaporation, we imply vaporization from effective rainfall F ce w it (where w it ¼ min fP it ; w i g), moisture in soil (F ce0 Â i S it , either due to evaporation through soil pores or due to land cover specific transpiration, where Â i F ce0 transforms storage to vaporization), and irrigation water use (u it ¼E 0 it a irri i , where E 0 it is subbasin specific evaporation demand and a irri i is the fraction of ith basin area under irrigation). Since the model is conceptualized at monthly time steps, upstream flows are assumed to comprise of two components: base flow K ' F ck S 't generated by the upstream reservoir 'as well as its overland flow, max f0; P 't À w ' g. The parameters of the model are {F ce0 , F ce , F ck , , and w i ; i ¼ 1; ::; I} where I is the number of subbasins in the study area. For further discussion on model conceptualization, study area and data used and how the data are reconciled with the model, readers are referred to Pande et al. [2012a] .
[27] The model concept is simple with S it representing the sum of water stored in surface water bodies, saturated (as well as water in confined aquifers if present), and unsaturated zones. The vaporization from soil pores (in mostly unsaturated zone), which is partially due to land cover specific transpiration, is represented byF ce0 Â i S it . The parameter F ce0 is assumed to scale the role of field capacity in plant vaporization as well as to define the unsaturated zone as a fraction of total storage. Meanwhile, the irrigation water contribution to vaporization,u it , is assumed to have been extracted from the ground water. No seasonality in irrigation water use has been assumed. Thus, the simplifications detailed above entail certain assumptions. Nonetheless we here note that such a locally linear model construct (at subbasin scale) is globally nonlinear at the corresponding basin scale [Pande et al., 2012b] . We explore potential deficiencies in modeling total vaporization using quantile model selection as a result of the assumptions that have been implicitly made.
Quantile Model Selection on Evaporation Flux
[28] The equations governing the model structure are [Pande et al., 2012a] :
[29] (overland flow event)
(actual evaporation for ith subbasin at time t)
(j land use specific evaporation demand at time t)
(i specific irrigation applied at time t)
(water balance for ith subbasin at time t)
(constraint on actual evaporation) 
(subsurface flow equation from subbasin i to its downstream subbasins)
(T-period steady state constraint)
[30] Table 3 , reproduced from Pande et al. [2012a] , provides a description of various symbols used in the above equations. A solution for the variables is obtained by solving the above equations (3-10) simultaneously for given values of parameters and coefficients.
[31] Consider further that observations for monthly changes in storage, DS it , and actual evaporation,ê it a , are available. Let the residuals from predicting storage change and actual evaporation be defined as,
[32] The following minimization program (called QE3) then implements a -quantile specific parameter estimation for the model structure given by equations (3-10) with evaporation flux as the variable of interest,
with respect to F ce ; F ce0 ; F ck ; ; w i ; S it ; þ it ; À it ; e a it ; r it ; r 't ; u it ,
[33] subject to constraints (3)- (13) and
for all i¼1, . . . , I, ' 2 U i ð Þ and t ¼ 1, . . . ,T.
[34] We consider two linear reservoirs conceptualization for each subbasin as an improvement over the current model structure. These two linear reservoirs are vertically connected with the top reservoir conceptualizing an unsaturated zone while the second reservoir conceptualizes a saturated zone. Subsurface flow is only produced by the second (bottom) reservoir. Apart from the absence of base flow, the top reservoir is conceptualized in the same manner as a linear reservoir case with threshold-based overland flow and vaporization conceptualizations. The following equations along with equations (3-6 and 8) describe the conceptualization of each subbasin:
[35] (water balance for an ith subbasin at time t)
[36] (T-period steady state constraint)
[37] Note that the equations (14-16) differ from (7, 9, 10) due to an additional storage variable S b it for the bottom store. The base flow is a fraction of the bottom storage level. The total storage at time t is now defined as S it þ S b it . The minimization program QE4 implements a -quantile specific parameter estimation for the more complex model 
with respect to F ce ; F ce0 ; F ck ; ; w i ; S it ; S b it ; it þ; it À; e a it ; r it ; r 't ; u it ,
[38] subject to constraints (3-6, 8, 14-16),
and with storage and vaporization residuals defined as:
Quantile Model Selection Results
[39] Programs QE3 and QE4 are solved in General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) using MINOS5 Discrete NonLinear Programming (DNLP) solver [GAMS, 2008] . The threshold parameters w i are set to calibrated values using an equally weighted mean absolute errors, i.e., using program QE3 with ¼ 0.5 [see Pande et al., 2012a] to direct the attention to the parameters that directly affect the estimation of vapor flux. Further, the storage levels are initialized (for the solver) at the levels estimated by the equally weighted mean absolute error in Pande et al. [2012a] . In order to address the sensitivity of the solver to parameter initialization by the user, a 3 Â 3 Â 3 Â 3 meshgrid for remaining parameters {F ce 0 ,F ce ,F ck ,} is created with lower bound at {0,0,0,0} and upper bound at {0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1} for QE3 and QE4. The upper bounds are set based on median parameter estimates of QE3, i.e., solution of QE3 with ¼ 0.5 [Pande et al., 2012a] . A solution that is a minimum of local minima (approximating a global minimum) is thus obtained. The results shown in the following for QE3 and QE4 are for the initialization that has the minimum objective function.
[40] Figures 7a and 7b show quantile parameter estimates relevant to vapor flux for programs QE3 and QE4, respectively. All parameters for the two reservoir model set up of QE4 are nearly constant for all the quantile values. Further, the parameter corresponding to the evaporation due to irrigation is 0 for all quantile values except the 90th percentile. In the case of QE3, two of the three parameters, F ce , , are also nearly constant for all quantiles except the 90th percentile. However, F ce0 gradually increases with quantiles. The improvement of the model structure in QE3 to that in QE4 reduces the need to explicitly model irrigation (as done in QE3) as the vertically connected model structure implicitly models the vertical flux between the two reservoirs.
[41] Figure 8 further elaborates on the reduction of model structure deficiency when the model structure is improved. The loss curve for the thresholded single reservoir model structure (for each subbasin) in program QE3 increases with quantiles. The loss curve for the two reservoir model structure (for each subbasin) in QE4 first increases and then becomes constant with increasing quantiles. Further, the latter curve is quantilewise closer to 0 than the former. Both these observations reveal a reduction in model structure deficiency when storages in unsaturated and saturated zones are better distinguished via the two reservoir model structure. However, as Figure 8 suggests, neither of the two model structures remove the structural error entirely and yield poor prediction of higher vapor fluxes or there are errors in evaporation flux (reanalysis) data that cannot be accommodated in the model structures.
[42] Figure 9 shows the performance of two quantile models (10th and 90th percentile) with the reanalyzed data used for two subbasins within the study area and for the two model structures considered in programs QE3 and QE4. Note that quantile specific parameter values that are obtained from programs QE3 and QE4 are applicable to all the subbasins within the study area. These parameters are locally scaled by subbasin specific hydrologic properties (such as field capacity, hydraulic conductivity) or variables (such as rainfall) to yield subbasin specific vapor fluxes.
[43] The model structure deficiency in representing the underlying processes is evident in Figures 9a and 9b (though also in Figure 9c ). The 80% confidence intervals of the model structure are not able to cover the vapor flux observations of the two subbasins. The model structure corresponds to program QE3. The inter quantile model performance for subbasin 11 is improved by considering the model structure in QE4 (Figure 9d) as it now brackets more observations. However, this appears not to be the case for subbasin 4. The improvement in the model structure as envisaged in QE4 is limited. This may be due to errors in the reanalyzed evaporation data, the 80% confidence interval or the limited model structure improvement in QE4. The interannual decline in the water table that the study area is currently witnessing [Tiwari et al., 2009] has also been ignored. This can be important in explaining the part of observed reanalysis data that are not bracketed by the 80% quantile confidence interval. Note here that the model structures in QE3 and QE4 are both deficient such that the 10th and 90th percentile models do not cross, which supports the arguments presented in Pande et al. [2012a] that structural deficiency is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for quantile predictions to cross.
[44] Models based on traditional statistics such as mean absolute error or mean square errors can be obtained from quantile models for each of the structures. A median model is a quantile model for quantile value ¼ 0:5. Similarly a ''mean'' model that corresponds to a model obtained by minimizing mean square error statistics is a weighted sum of quantile models for quantiles around ¼ 0:5. These models are also equivalent to models obtained by maximizing a Laplace or a Gaussian likelihood function. These traditional statistics-based model selection would also suggest that the two reservoir model structure is an improvement over the single reservoir model structure. This is because the asymmetric loss function values for the former structure is quantile-wise closer to 0 than the latter and the statistics for a model selected based on traditional statistics can be represented as weighted sums of asymmetric loss function values at various quantiles.
Deficiency Ordering of Model Structures for the Guadalupe River Basin
[45] The Guadalupe river basin data set is obtained from the Model Parameter Estimation Experiment (MOPEX) data set [Duan et al., 2006] . The basin has a quick response to precipitation with low flows for nonrainy days. This may indicate that the basin has low percolation rate, quick response of the basin to precipitation, and small residence time for overland flow. Further discussion on the river basin can be found in Clark et al. [2008] .
[46] The modifications are made to model structure ''crr0'' (Figure 1) to generate nine different model structures. Three model structures are generated by altering the number of routing reservoirs from 3 to 1 (called crr1, crr2, and crr3). The next three model structures are created by removing the interception component from crr1, crr2, and crr3 yielding crr4, crr5, and crr6, respectively. The final three model structures are based on crr5 with alterations to the remaining components, i.e., the unsaturated and saturated zones. The first of these three structures, crr7, is such that parameter F in equation (1) is an inverse function of storage S s in the saturated zone. This mirrors a model structure conceptualization in Clark et al. [2008] , wherein the saturated area is controlled by an inverse function of moisture in the lower layer. The overland flow equation then becomes:
[47] The model structure crr8 is created by replacing the surface runoff generating mechanism in equation (1) with an infiltration excess mechanism based on Moore [1985] . It is assumed that the probability distribution function of the infiltration capacity, i, is a reflected power within the basin, where i max is the maximum infiltration capacity present within the basin and F now controls the curvature of this distribution,
[48] For a given amount of precipitation P(t) at time t, the infiltration excess flow is given by Moore [1985] :
[49] The solution to equation (22) with the distribution specification of (21) yields:
[50] Finally, the model structure crr9 is created from crr5 by introducing an upper bound, S smax on the second layer moisture S s and the base flow is conceptualized as a nonlinear (power) function of the lower layer soil moisture (a power function with additional parameter b F controlling the curvature). The second layer moisture that is in excess of its upper bound S smax is transferred to the upper layer (similar in conceptualization to Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting (SAC-SMA) model, Burnash [1995] ). Thus,
[51] Table 4 summarizes all the above model structures and associated additional or redefined parameters.
Quantile Model Selection on Streamflow
[52] Table 1 summarizes the basic model structure ''crr0'' which is the basis for model structures crr1 to crr9. The modeled flow, Q mod t ð Þ, is estimated for each of the model structures crr1 to crr9 and subtracted from observed flows Q obs t ð Þ to obtain two types of absolute residuals,
It is then used to estimate a -quantile specific model for each model structure by minimizing the asymmetric loss function in (2).
[53] The Shuffled Complex Evolution global optimization algorithm of University of Arizona (SCE-UA) is used to minimize the objective function in equation (2). The parameters of the algorithm are kept the same as in section 2. [54] Daily streamflow, precipitation, and potential evapotranspiration data that are used for assessing the nine model structures span 6 years (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964) . It is assumed that the data size is large enough for the estimation of any model from the nine model structures to converge (to an infinite sample estimation), thereby removing the need to test the performance of a selected model over unseen data [Pande et al., , 2012b . Runga Kutta integrator is used to solve the differential equations involved in the model structures [Schoups and Vrugt, 2010] . SCE-UA is run five times with different initialization for each quantile and model structure. The reported results are quantile-wise best performing models within each model structure amongst five different SCE-UA initializations.
Quantile Model Selection Results for the Guadalupe River Basin
[55] Figure 10 shows that quantile-wise best performing model (in terms of its asymmetric loss function) can be selected from each of the nine model structures. The model structures crr1-crr3 model low flows (represented by lower quantiles) in the same manner. The differences between the model structures appear in modeling larger quantiles with the model structure crr2 with two routing reservoirs Two routing reservoirs -Crr3
One routing reservoir -Crr4
Crr1 without interception -Crr5
Crr2 without interception -Crr6
Crr3 without interception -Crr7
Crr5 with overland runoff parameter an inverse function of lower layer water storage (see equation (20)) F (mm): proportionality parameter corresponding to S s(t)
Crr8
Crr5 with overland flow generated by infiltration excess mechanism (see equation (23)) i max (mm/d): maximum infiltration capacity within the basin, F (-): curvature parameter of reflected power distribution function Crr9
Nonlinear lower/saturated zone with upper bound on its storage (see equation (24) Table 4 . Figure 12d shows best performing model structures crr2, crr5, and crr8 from Figures  12a-12c , respectively. capable of performing the best. The spikes in the asymmetric loss functions of crr2 and crr3 are potentially due to the threshold (interception) estimation. Once the interception component from the model structure is removed, the asymmetric loss functions for the three model structures are more stable as shown in Figure 10b (structures crr4-crr6). All the three model structures, which are dissimilar only in the number of routing reservoirs, are capable of modeling the low flows in the same manner but differ in the way they can model the high flows. The model structure crr5 with two routing reservoirs is capable of providing the best quantile-wise performance amongst the three structures. Figure 10c shows that the model structure crr8 with an infiltration excess runoff generating mechanism yields the best quantile-wise performing model amongst the model structures crr7-crr9. The structure crr9 with a nonlinear and thresholded saturated zone conceptualization is capable of modeling low flows better but it is incapable of modeling high flows. It is the opposite for the model structure crr7 that conceptualizes runoff generation as dependent on the soil water storage in the lower/saturated zone reservoir. The model structure crr7 is not capable of mimicking low flows as good as the other two model structures, though it models high flows nearly as well as the model structure with an infiltration excess runoff generation mechanism.
[56] Figure 10d finally compares the best performing model structures from groups {crr1, crr2, crr3}, {crr4, crr5, crr6}, and {crr7, crr8, crr9}. These three model structures, crr2, crr5, and crr8, are also the best three model structures from the set of all nine model structures. These three model structures are similar in performance for low flows. Surprisingly, the model structure crr5 with two routing reservoirs and no interception (and the remaining structure the same as ''crr0'') is better suited to model high flows than the model structure (crr8) with similar structure as crr5 except with infiltration excess as the runoff generating mechanism. Probably, a model structure with infiltration excess mechanism but with different number of routing reservoir may yield a better performing model structure.
[57] Three Bayesian model selection (detailed in Appendix B) criteria are also used to assess the nine model structures. The three criteria find crr1, crr2, crr5, and crr8 as the best of the nine model structures. It finds crr7 (BIC ¼ 5.9742e þ 004, HM1 ¼ 5.9761e þ 004, HM2 ¼ 5.9661e þ004) and crr9 (BIC ¼ 5.8411e þ 004, HM1 ¼ 5.8422e þ 004, HM2 ¼ 5.8347e þ 004) as the worst structures. However, amongst these four model structures, the criteria find crr8 as the best (BIC ¼ 6.4227e þ 004, HM1 ¼ 6.4248e þ 004, HM2 ¼ 6.4182e þ 004), followed by crr2 (BIC ¼ 6.2744e þ 004, HM1 ¼ 6.2760e þ 004, HM2 ¼ 6.2678e þ 004), crr1 (BIC ¼ 6.2594e þ 004, HM1 ¼ 6.2613e þ 004, HM2 ¼ 6.2520e þ 004), and then crr5 (BIC ¼ 6.2502e þ 004, HM1 ¼ 6.2522e þ 004, HM2 ¼ 6.2434e þ 004). Thus, Bayesian criteria yield a more intuitive ordering of model structures than quantile model selection. It finds infiltration excess as an important process in Guadalupe river basin, followed by interception.
[58] Figure 11 shows the parameter values common to the model structures crr2, crr5, and crr9 as shown in Figure  10d . Even though crr2 and crr5 are nearly similar in performance, the kinks on asymmetric error of crr2 can be seen due to similar kinks in its parameter estimates. This is accredited to searching for a threshold when it is not smoothed in the model equations [Clark et al., 2008] . The presence of interception allows higher upper layer soil water storage capacity. Similarly, the estimates of maximum percolation rate Q pmax , base flow and routing time constants, K s and K f , are lower for crr5 than crr2 for low quantiles values, indicating a compensation for the absence of interception zone in the case of the former. The evaporation relevant parameter estimates for crr5 are more erratic with quantiles compared to the other two model structures.
[59] The parameter estimates of all the model structures except for S umax and F show similar trend with quantiles (either increasing or decreasing) in Figure 11 . The runoff related parameter F has a different interpretation for crr8 ( F is the curvature of reflected power distribution function unlike for crr2 or crr5), thus a different y axis. Further note (from Figures 11a, 11b, and 11e ) that the quantile specific parameter estimates for the structure crr8 are much more variable across quantiles. If the true model (of nature) is embedded within a model structure being considered, there would exist an optimal model that (i) has zero asymmetric loss function value and (ii) has same parameter values at different quantiles. These two conditions are akin to the conditions that are necessary and sufficient for a model structure ''not'' to be deficient (see also its discussion in Pande [2013] , section 4.1). Thus, if the true model is not a member of the model structure (i.e., the model structure is deficient as would be the case almost surely), neither of the two consequences may hold. Hence, one may conclude that variability in parameter estimates across quantiles is a consequence of structure deficiency. However, the variability in parameter estimates across quantiles may also be due to different sensitivity of parameters at different quantiles in addition to model structure deficiency and may hide the deficiency effect. This along with the evidence from Figure  10d (worst asymmetric error amongst the three model structures) indicates that structure deficiency of crr8 is possibly higher than crr2 or crr5.
[60] In general, all three model structures show high positive values of E and negative values for F consistently across all the quantiles. Thus, all three model structures suggest that evaporation tends to occur at the potential rate and that the overland flow is initiated after the average basin moisture condition relative to the maximum crosses a certain threshold (for crr2 and crr5). Since the overland flow in the structure crr8 does not depend on the unsaturated zone soil moisture, the estimated S umax increases with quantiles unlike the case of crr2 or crr5 wherein the unsaturated zone is parameterized shallower for higher quantiles in order to accommodate streamflow peaks. The routing time constant K f is close to 1 day, the base flow time constant K s decreases with higher quantiles for nearly all quantiles for all the model structures, suggestive of the quick response nature of the basin.
Conclusions
[61] Applications of quantile model selection and model structure deficiency assessment were presented in this paper. An exhaustive study using a flexible model structure and the French Broad river basin data set demonstrated that quantile model selection and prediction accommodates other types of predictors such as those based on minimization of summary statistics as well and showed that that a weighted sum of quantile predictions is a robust predictor.
[62] Two additional case studies were then studied to demonstrate that the asymmetric loss function embeds model structural deficiency as proposed by Pande [2013] . In the parsimonious dry land modeling study, an expected improvement due to an addition of a lower reservoir in the model structure was reflected in lower asymmetric loss function values for all considered quantiles. In the Guadalupe river basin case study, the asymmetric loss function was employed to infer least deficient model structure out of nine model structures spanning different interception, routing, overland flow, and base flow conceptualizations. It also demonstrated that the asymmetric loss function can be used to order various model structures in terms of its deficiency. The Bayesian criteria revealed the same best four and the worst two model structures. However, it differed from quantile structural assessment in the identification of the least deficient model structure. The Bayesian criteria found infiltration excess and interception as important processes that reduce model structure deficiency in the Guadalupe river basin, unlike quantile model selection.
[63] No assumptions on error structure were made by quantile model selection. The quantile estimates of parameters thus might have absorbed some of the effects of measurement errors in addition to that of structural deficiency. This however does not limit the conclusion that an improvement in a model structure leads to a reduction in bias in predicting a quantile. Naturally, the bias would not vanish if a structure for measurement errors is not incorporated in addition to the structure of predictive equations. But given that the absence of a structure for measurement errors equally holds for any improvement in a model structure, the bias in quantile prediction would reduce with any reduction in model structure deficiency. This was also shown to hold in the synthetic case study of Pande [2013] that studied the effect heteroscedastic additive noise on quantile model selection.
[64] Quantile model selection assesses structural deficiency across quantiles without making any strong a priori assumption about the ''true'' model structure. It is an approach that informs a modeler on where and to what degree her model structure is deficient in not being able to model the underlying processes. It is thus a mechanism to approach the ''truth'' in an efficient manner while acknowledging that the ''truth'' may never exactly be modeled.
Appendix A: QE2 Problem Specification and the Assumptions
[65] Let S t denotes the storage of a reservoir and let its outflux be a function of the storage denoted by f S t ; k ð Þ. Here, k 2 K represents a set of parameters (for example Figure 11 . Quantile specific parameter estimates (that are common across model structures) for three best performing model structures crr2, crr5, and crr8. a F values for structure crr8 are plotted on the righthand side axis. The legend for the model structures is provided in (e). slow and fast runoff coefficients), K represents the range of
